A semilinear system of second order ODEs under Neumann conditions is studied. The system has the particularity that its nonlinear term depends on the (unknown) Dirichlet values y(0) and y(1) of the solution. Asymptotic and non-asymptotic sufficient conditions of Landesman-Lazer type for existence of solutions are given. We generalize our previous results for a scalar equation, and a well known result by Nirenberg for a standard nonlinearity independent of y(0) and y(1).
Introduction
In [9] , Leuchtag presented an m-ion electrodiffusion model consisting of the nonlinear coupled system dn i /dx = ν i n i p − c i , i = 1, . . . , m dp/dx = m i=1 ν i n i (1) where n i is the number of ions with the same charge, p is the electric field, ν i are non-zero integral signed valencies and c i are real constants. Different boundary value problems derived from these equations have been studied; for example, some particular cases of the two and three ions equations were solved in [5] , [6] . The Painlevé structure of the equations has been described in [7] .
An interesting case is studied in [14] , for two ions with the same valency diffusing and migrating across a liquid junction under the influence of an electric field. Elimination of the ionic concentrations leads to the following problem for the unknown function y, which is proportional to the electric field in the rescaled interval [ The constants λ > 0, l > 0 and D ∈ (0, 1) depend on the physical parameters, such as the diffusion constant. The problem is unconventional, since the equation depends on the yet to be determined values of the solution y at the boundary. Sufficient conditions for the existence of a positive solution are given in [14] : it is proven, essentially, that if λ is large enough with respect to the other parameters then the problem has a positive solution. Using a two-dimensional shooting argument, this restriction has been removed in [3] . A more general case with not necessarily equal valencies was studied in [4] .
In the recent paper [2] , an abstract version of this problem was considered. The right hand side of the equation was replaced by an arbitrary term f (x, y(x), y(0), y(1)), with f : [0, 1]×R 3 → R continuous. Asymptotic conditions of Landesman-Lazer type [8] , [10] have been obtained, more precisely:
Assume that f is bounded, and that for every
exist uniformly for |A|, |B| ≤ f ∞ . Then the problem
admits a solution, provided that one of the following conditions holds:
Furthermore, a stronger result under non-asymptotic conditions has been proved. Roughly speaking, if for i = 1, 2 there exist functions ρ i (x) and appropriate compact sets
then the problem has at least one solution. It is observed that the nonlinearity f is not necessarily bounded, although some growth conditions are assumed. Also, the sets K i cannot be arbitrarily small; their sizes depend on f (for details see [2, Thm 2] ).
In this paper, we extend the results of [2] to a system of n equations, namely the problem
where f : [0, 1] × R 3n → R n is continuous. Our first theorem can be regarded, in some sense, as an extension of a result proved by Nirenberg in [11] . exist uniformly for |v| = 1 and |A|, |B| ≤ f ∞ . Further, assume that
Then problem (4) admits a solution.
As in the case n = 1, we shall also prove a non-asymptotic result. In first place, the boundedness condition on f will be replaced by the more general assumption that its range is contained in an 'angular sector' of R n . More precisely, we shall assume the existence of c ∈ R n and linearly independent hyperplanes H 1 , . . . , H n such that
Without loss of generality, we may suppose
In this case, an obvious necessary condition for the existence of solutions is that c, z j < 0.
In second place, the assumption on the existence of uniform limits will be removed. We shall assume, instead, that f does not rotate too fast, in a sense that will be specified below.
For convenience, let us define, for any v ∈ R n , the neighborhood Q(v) given by
Moreover, consider the function φ : R n → R n given by
The Brouwer degree of φ at 0 over a bounded open set D ⊂ R n shall be denoted by deg B (φ, D, 0). Finally, the convex hull of a set X ⊂ R n shall be denoted by co(X).
for all v ∈ ∂D.
Then (4) has at least one solution.
Remark 1.1 Condition (7) forbids f to rotate too fast around zero near the boundary of D. It can be seen as an adaptation to this situation of an analogous condition introduced in [13] for a second order periodic problem. Rapid rotation is allowed in the main result of [1] , although some 'largeness' condition on the nonlinearity is required to compensate this effect.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce an abstract functional setting for problem (4) and prove the continuation theorem that will be used in the proof of our main theorems. In section 3, we apply the continuation theorem for proving Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. Finally, in section 4 we present some examples and final remarks.
The abstract setting
Inspired in [2] , we convert our problem into a 4n-dimensional system of first order equations
with the following boundary conditions:
Next, consider the Banach Space
equipped with the standard norm
In this setting, the problem can be interpreted in the context of the so-called resonant systems. Indeed, the kernel of the linear operator L(y, u, v, w) :
We claim that X ∈ E is a solution of (8) if and only if X is a fixed point of K(1, ·). More generally, we have: Lemma 2.1 Let X ∈ E and 0 < σ ≤ 1. Then X is a fixed point of K(σ, ·) if and only if X satisfies:
Proof: If X = K(σ, X), then its first coordinate is given by
It follows that F X (1) = 0, and y
, w(x)), and using the last two coordinates in the fixed point equation, we deduce:
Conversely, if X satisfies (11), then v ≡ y(0), w ≡ y(1) and u ′ = σf (x, y(x), v, w).
As u(0) = u(1) = 0, it is seen that F X (1) = 0. Moreover,
and as y ′ = u we deduce that y(x) = y(0) + σ The preceding lemma induces us to define the homotopy H :
with c = c(X), X c and S(X) as before.
It is easy to see that K σ := K(σ, ·) : E → E is compact for any σ ∈ [0, 1]. Furthermore, the range of K 0 is contained in Ker(L). Indeed, if v ∈ R n and
, and
In other words, if Ω is an open subset of E such that H σ does not vanish on ∂Ω for σ ∈ [0, 1], then its Leray-Schauder (LS) degree may be computed by
0). Thus we have proved:
Theorem 2.1 Let Ω ⊂ E be open and bounded and let G Ω ⊂ R n as before. Assume that 1. (11) has no solutions on ∂Ω for σ ∈ (0, 1).
φ(v)
Then (8) has at least one solution X ∈ Ω.
Proof of the main results

Proof of Theorem 1.2:
According with the continuation theorem, we shall firstly prove that solutions of (11) with 0 < σ < 1 are bounded. By contradiction, suppose that X n satisfies (11) with 0 < σ n < 1 and X n → ∞. Then
and hence
This implies that u n , y n −v n and w n −v n are bounded and |v n | = |y n (0)| → ∞. Moreover,
Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may suppose that
and by dominated convergence we deduce:
On the other hand, it is easy to see that if R is large enough then deg(Φ) = deg(φ, B R (0), 0) and taking Ω ⊂ E as a large ball centered at 0 the proof follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.3:
For simplicity, let us introduce the following notation for j = 1, . . . , n:
We shall apply the continuation theorem over the set
If X = (y, u, v, w) solves (11) for some σ ∈ (0, 1), then
This implies
From the Neumann condition, integration in both terms of the preceding inequality yields
Also,
for every x ∈ [0, 1] and, in particular,
From (7) 
Examples and final remarks
The following example, inspired in [12] , shows that Theorem 1.3 is not necessarily stronger than Theorem 1.2. Let n = 2, identify R 2 with the complex plane and consider the function f :
with α ∈ R and lim |z0|,|z1|→∞ γ(z 0 , z 1 ) = γ, |γ| < 1. It is clear that the radial limits
are uniform for |z| = 1, |A|, |B| ≤ 1 + γ ∞ , and conditions of Theorem 1.2 are satisfied if α = 2kπ for k ∈ Z\{0}. However, assumptions of Theorem 1.3 do not hold for example when |α| > π and γ ∞ is small.
Beside this example, it is worth noticing that Theorem 1.3 improves Theorem 1.2 in a wide range of cases. With this aim, let us state the following result, which constitutes an extension, sharper than Theorem 1.3, of the main theorem in [2] for the case n = 1: 
where
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.3 and thus omitted. It is easy to verify that the preceding result is stronger than Theorem 1.2 in the particular case f (x, y, v, w) = ρ(x) + g(y, v, w).
Indeed, let us prove in first place that the mapping v → g v is continuous. For ε > 0, fix s such that |g(sv, sv, sv) − g v | < This implies that the convex hull of g(B f ∞ (w) × {w} × B f ∞ (w)) lies at one side of the hyperplane {g v } ⊥ and, in particular, it does not contain the null vector. From Remark 3.1, we conclude that (13) is satisfied. 
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